Abstract-Live migration of virtual machines (VM) across physical hosts provides a significant new benefit for administrators of data centers and clusters. Previous memory-to-memory approaches demonstrate the effectiveness of live VM migration in local area networks (LAN), but they would cause a long period of downtime in a wide area network (WAN) environment. This paper describes the design and implementation of a novel approach, namely, CR/TR-Motion, which adopts checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technologies to provide fast, transparent VM migration for both LAN and WAN environments. With execution trace logged on the source host, a synchronization algorithm is performed to orchestrate the running source and target VMs until they reach a consistent state. CR/TR-Motion can greatly reduce the migration downtime and network bandwidth consumption. Experimental results show that the approach can drastically reduce migration overheads compared with memory-to-memory approach in a LAN: up to 72.4 percent on application observed downtime, up to 31.5 percent on total migration time, and up to 95.9 percent on the data to synchronize the VM state. The application performance overhead due to migration is kept within 8.54 percent on average. The results also show that for a variety of workloads migrated across WANs, the migration downtime is less than 300 milliseconds.
INTRODUCTION
T HE use of virtual machine (VM) migration technology for data centers management has attracted significant attention in recent years [7] , [8] , [13] , [24] . The capability of migrating live virtual machine among distinct physical hosts provides a significant new benefit for multiple VMbased environments. Live migration of virtual machines has become an extremely powerful tool for cluster administrators in many key scenarios, for example, load balancing, online maintenance, fault tolerance [23] , [33] , and power management [25] .
The combination of virtualization and migration significantly improves manageability of data centers and clusters in a local area network (LAN) environment. In addition, we are also interested in provisioning of high service availability when the whole data center becomes unavailable entirely, due to data center wide maintenances, failures, security compromises, or other catastrophic events. Moreover, there are certain scenarios that may require migrating computation engines rather than transferring data set to computation engines for policy limitations (e.g., a data set that is embargoed from export), or capacity limitations (e.g., a data set is exceedingly large, thus adding an unwieldy preamble to the computation phase) [34] . For such cases, VM migration between data centers across wide area networks (WANs) is also necessary.
A significant concern for VM migration is the service availability and continuity in the face of outages. This concern is exacerbated by the increasing use of VM-based hosting for mission critical business and entertainment applications [28] . Even a relatively minor downtime can disrupt services and inconvenience a large number of users. So, VM migration must be transparent to the running applications. In other words, the migration downtime should be kept as short as possible. Furthermore, the total migration time (TMT) should also be short enough to ensure practical applicability.
For the above requirements, there are many studies related to VM migration [7] , [8] , [24] in LAN or WAN. The most influential approaches are VMotion [24] and XenMotion [8] which were shipped by VMware and XenSource as parts of their products, respectively. Their implementation mechanisms are similar, because they are targeted at the same application scenarios (in a LAN) and they adopt similar schemes for migrating physical memory images and network connections.
When a VM is to be migrated, there are mainly three kinds of states that should be considered: the VM's physical memory image; the network connections and virtual device state; and the SCSI storage. The most important issue is how to migrate the physical memory efficiently, because it is the main factor that affects the migration downtime-the time during which the services on the VM are entirely unavailable. Both VMotion [24] and XenMotion [8] adopted a precopy algorithm to address this issue. Although the memory precopy algorithm is able to decrease the best-case downtime to the order of millisecond, there are still some unsolved issues which should be considered further. First, when the rate that memory pages dirtied is higher than the replication rate of precopy procedure, precopying will become ineffectual and one should immediately stop the VM and copy the remaining memory pages to the target host. Thus, some memory-intensive workloads would get little benefit from the precopy algorithm and the migration downtime may rise to several seconds. For this limitation, the algorithm's applicability depends heavily on the network infrastructure. Second, the precopy may not work efficiently in low-bandwidth WAN environments because of the long-haul transmission of mass dirty memory and local persistent state (e.g., file system). Third, some paravirtualized optimization schemes, such as stunning rogue processes and buffer pages eviction that are mentioned in XenMotion [8] may cause some negative effect on users' experience, especially in latency-sensitive interactive services. At last, the precopy algorithm does not recover the CPU's cached data. Although it may not lead to any incorrect results, massive cache and TLB missing may lead to performance degradation once the migrated VM restarts.
In this paper, we propose a novel live VM migration approach, called CR/TR-Motion. We implement a prototype based on a full-system trace and replay systemReVirt [10] . Checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technologies are adopted to provide efficient, transparent VM migration in both LAN and WAN environments. A trace daemon continuously logs nondeterministic events of the VM with little performance overhead. The execution trace file recorded at the source host is iteratively transferred to the target host and used to synchronize the migrated VM's execution state. Experimental results show that the CR/TR-Motion approach can drastically reduce migration time and network traffic in comparison with the precopy-based migration algorithms.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. We design and implement a novel approach that uses checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technologies to minimize the VM migration downtime and network traffic. 2. We implement a transparent VM checkpoint with copy-on-write (COW) mechanism. 3. We make a formal characterization about the migration process and a mathematical analysis of the algorithm to certify its applicability and efficiency. 4. Our scheme reduces the migration downtime over WANs to less than 300 milliseconds in most cases, which renders live migration more efficient and practical in WAN environments. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work about VM migration. Section 3 gives a brief introduction about our groundwork. Section 4 presents the design of our VM migration algorithm and gives a theoretical analysis about our approach's performance. Section 5 describes the detailed implementation of our approach. Section 6 presents the experiments undertaken and results obtained. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Virtual machine live migration technologies provide an effective tool to enable data center management in a nondisruptive manner. Precopy algorithm is widely used to reduce the VM migration downtime [8] , [24] . During migration, physical memory pages are pushed across network to the destination while the source host continues running. Pages dirtied during the last round of replication must be resent to ensure consistency. After a bounded iterative push phase, a short stop-and-copy phase is executed to transfer the remaining dirty pages. This mechanism can achieve very short best-case migration downtime. However, for memory-intensive workloads, the downtime may adversely increase to several seconds. In contrast to the precopy approach, a postcopy-based scheme using adaptive prepaging and dynamic self-ballooning [16] was proposed to reduce the total migration time and network traffic. It first replicates the CPU execution state and then transfers memory state in a postcopy manner. Prepaging eliminates transmissions of duplicate pages and self-ballooning mechanism avoids transmissions of free pages. However, all these migration approaches are performed in a memory-tomemory manner thus require network QoS guarantees. This undoubtedly confronts the bandwidth constraint in WAN environments. In contrast, CR/TR-Motion uses the lightweight system execution trace to synchronize the state of migrating VM thus significantly saves the network bandwidth. In addition, our approach can achieve minimum migration downtime even with limited network bandwidth so that it is more applicable for VM migration in WANs.
In a LAN environment, since the migrated virtual machine retains the same network address as before, any ongoing network level interactions are not disrupted. Similarly, storage requirements are normally met via either network attached storage (NAS) or storage area network (SAN), which is still reachable from the migrated VM location to allow continuous storage access. In contrast, in a WAN environment, live VM migration is hard to implement due to the network connectivity holding and bulk storage replication. Current VM software with suspend and resume feature that can be used to support WAN migration includes Collective [30] , Internet Suspend/Resume [18] , and Denali [35] . But these projects have explored migration over longer time spans by stopping the source VM and then transferring the VM image file and local block devices to the target host. In [20] , Luo et al. proposed a three-phase migration (TPM) algorithm to reduce the downtime caused by bulk data of disk migration. They suggested using a block-bitmap to track all write access to the local disk during the disk migration. Then, the dirty data are resent to the target host according to the block-bitmap in the last phase of migration. A similar solution on storage migration is implemented by VMware [3] . To replicate the bulk data in disk storage with less disruption across WANs, Bradford et al. proposed a block level solution combining precoping with write throttling to concurrently apply the write access to both local and remote disk during the migration [7] . In contrast to the synchronous replication, Ramakrishnan et al. proposed a more efficient mode to impose asynchronous and synchronous replication that can be dictated by the migration semantics [28] . All these approaches are based on heavy weight replication techniques and they may cause long-term service disruption. Remote block devices and ondemand fetching techniques can be used to avoid storage migration. But the migrated VM at the destination should access its file system exported by the source host over the network [19] , [22] . They may lead to residual dependency problems and performance degradation. In this paper, we use Copy-on-Write file system to construct all VMs, which facilitates the disk migration in an asynchronous replication mode. The bulk data related to basic disk image are precopied before the migration begins. Our approach requires transferring only a lightweight snapshot of COW image during the migration, so it greatly reduces the disk migration overhead.
To reduce the network traffic caused by bulk disk and memory migration, Surie et al. proposed a synchronization solution based on opportunistic replay [31] . It captures user interactions with running applications at the GUI level, and then the lightweight log is transferred to the destination for replay. This approach is similar to our mechanism to some extent. However, their approach is mostly used for incremental or repetitive migration. Another difference is that the log-and-replay in their approach is only implemented at the GUI level rather than the full-system level. This may result in divergent VM state that needs to be synchronized with cryptographic hashing techniques. Furthermore, the most difference between our approach and theirs is that their VM migration scheme is not implemented in a live manner.
To maintain persistent network connections while a live VM is being migrated over WANs, recent approaches using dynDNS [36] and IP tunnels are demonstrated in [7] and [34] , where an IP tunnel between the source and target host is set up to transparently forward packets to and from the client applications. However, these studies all focused on traditional I/O interfaces such as Ethernet. In highperformance computing (HPC) environments, modern high-speed interconnects (e.g., InfiniBand) have features such as Remote Direct Memory Access and OS-bypass, which pose more challenges for VM live migration. Nomad [15] presents a framework for migrating InfiniBand network with the benefit of OS-bypass and hardware level reliable service. Another high-performance VM migration scheme by using the feature of RDMA is proposed in [14] . All these approaches drastically reduce the migration overheads by leveraging the HPC networks.
DETERMINISTIC REPLAY WITH EXECUTION TRACE
Checkpoint/restart [5] , [9] and trace/replay [10] , [17] , [26] , [37] technologies are used widely for system recovery. The basic concept is straightforward: starting from the checkpoint of a prior state, and then rolling forward using the log to reach the desired state. Replaying a system requires logging all nondeterministic events that would affect the system's computation state. These log records guide the reexecution of the system from the checkpoint. Most events are deterministic (e.g., arithmetic, memory, branch instructions) and do not need to be logged; the rolling-forward process will re-execute these events in the same way during replay as it did during logging. Nondeterministic events fall into two categories: time and external input. Time refers to the exact point in the execution stream at which an event takes place. For example, to replay an interrupt, the instruction at which the interrupt occurred must be logged. External input refers to data received from a user or another computer via a peripheral device, such as a keyboard, mouse, or network interface card. However, output to peripherals will be reconstructed during replay and hence need not be recorded.
ReVirt, designed for intrusion detection, is a representative full-system logging and replay tool ported on UMLinux [6] . A simple structure of UMLinux is shown in Fig. 1 . This version of UMLinux is implemented as a loadable kernel module in the host operating system. ReVirt logs enough information to replay a long-term execution of the virtual machine instruction by instruction. This enables it to provide arbitrarily detailed observations about what transpired on the system, even in the presence of nondeterministic attacks and executions.
In ReVirt system, log records are added and saved to disk in a manner similar to that used by the Linux syslogd daemon. The VMM kernel module and kernel hooks add log records to a circular buffer in host kernel memory, and a user-level daemon (rlogd) consumes the buffer and writes the data to a log file on the host. For the purpose of migration, we modify the rlogd daemon to continuously transmit the log data in the buffer ring to the target host.
ReVirt needs to log all asynchronous virtual interrupts; synchronous exceptions like SIGSEGV are deterministic with no need for logging. Before delivering a SIGALRM or SIGIO host signal (representing virtual timer and I/O interrupts, respectively) to the virtual machine, ReVirt logs sufficient information to redeliver the signal at the same point during replay. To uniquely identify the interrupted instruction, ReVirt logs the program counter and the number of branches executed since the last interrupt. ReVirt uses a hardware performance counter to count the number of hardware interrupts and subtract this from the branch_retired counter.
During replay, ReVirt prevents new asynchronous virtual interrupts from disturbing the replaying VM process. ReVirt plays back the original asynchronous virtual interrupts using the same combination of hardware counters and host kernel hooks that were used during logging. Replay can be executed without deviation on any host with the same type of processors as the source host. It is expected that ReVirt would incur some time and space overhead. Overheads due to virtualization are imperceptible for interactive use and CPU-bound workloads, and 13-58 percent for kernel-intensive workloads. Logging adds only up to 8 percent performance overhead. Workloads with little nondeterminism (e.g., kernel-build) would generate very little log traffic. Even I/O intensive workloads (e.g., dynamic web applications) would generate log traffic at a rate of hundreds of kilobyte per second. Log growth rate ranges from 0.04 GB per day to 1.2 GB per day for the related workloads [10] .
ALGORITHM DESIGN
The slow speed of log traffic growth and VM mobility inspire us to implement live VM migration using checkpoint and full-system execution log. This section describes the design of our migration scheme based on checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technologies. We name this scheme as CR/TRMotion for short. It relies on a synchronization protocol over the execution trace to orchestrate the migrating source and target VM until they get a consistent state. We also give a formal characterization about the evaluation metrics and conduct theoretical analyses about the migration performance. The analytical results will help us to optimize the implementation of the migration algorithm.
Design Objectives
Live VM migration represents relocating a running VM from one physical machine to another. This process must be transparent to the guest OS, its resident applications, and remote clients of the VM. Services provided by the migrated VM should not be migration-aware anyway. Previous memory-to-memory approaches can only meet this requirement in a LAN, and would cause a long-duration migration downtime in WANs [7] . Our target is to make the migration transparent in both LAN and WAN environments. Furthermore, we also will make good trade-offs among the following performance metrics: 1) Migration downtime. The time when no CPU cycle is devoted to any of the VMresident applications, neither at the source nor at the target system. It consists of the time necessary to suspend the VM on the source, transfer the VM state to the destination, load the device state, and activate the migrated VM on the remote host. 2) Total migration time. The duration from the time VM migration is initiated to the time the migrated VM gets a consistent state with the original one. It is the time during which the state of two VMs is synchronized. 3) Total data transmitted (TDT). The total data are transferred while synchronizing the both VMs' states.
When a VM is running live services, it is necessary to ensure that the migration proceeds in a manner that minimizes all the three metrics. Our motivation is to design a live VM migration scheme with negligible migration downtime, minimum network traffic, and reasonable total migration time. Furthermore, we should ensure that the migration would not disrupt other active services residing in the same host through resource contention (e.g., CPU and network bandwidth).
Live Migration Process
This section describes the design of our live VM migration approach combining with instruction execution trace and replay. Unlike the memory precopy algorithms, our method employs the target host's computation capability to synchronize the migrated VM's state. What we copied is the execution log of the source VM, instead of the dirty memory pages. This may greatly decrease the amount of data transferred while synchronizing the two VM's running states. Our approach reduces the migration downtime by combining a bounded iterative log transferring phase with a typically short stop-and-copy phase. By iterative we mean that synchronization occurs in rounds, in which the log files to be transferred during round n are those generated during round n À 1 (the checkpoint file is transferred in the first round). After several rounds of iteration, the last log file transferred in the stop-and-copy phase would be reduced to a negligible size so that the migration downtime can be decreased to a negligible level.
In the precopy algorithm, the dirty memory pages must be transferred faster than that they are dirtied. There are also some prerequisites for our approach. It is obvious that the log transfer rate should be faster than the log growth rate. Otherwise, log files will quickly accumulate on the source host, rendering our algorithm useless. Fortunately, the log data often grow far more slowly than the data transmission rate even when the source VM is running an I/O-intensive workload [10] . The same observation has also been presented in other similar works [26] , [37] . Our experiment results also confirm this observation for typical server workloads (to be presented in Section 6.2). For most workloads, the log growth rate is no more than 1 MB/sec, which is much less than the network transfer rate in a Gbit/s network. Another requirement of our approach is that log replaying must run faster than log growth. Otherwise, the migration downtime may be even much longer than the elapsed time of transferring a checkpoint file from the source host to the destination. Generally, log replaying runs faster than the original execution with logging, because during normal execution processes may be blocked waiting for I/O events, while during replay, all events can be immediately processed because the idle time of HLT instructions is skipped [10] , [37] . We assume that the two prerequisites are satisfied in the following description and discussion. Fig. 2 shows the whole process migrating a running VM from host A to B. We view the migration process as a transactional interaction between the two hosts involving the following phases:
1. Initialization. A target host with sufficient resources is selected to guarantee the requirement of migration. A good choice may speed the upcoming migration and boost up the server's QoS. 2. Reservation. Host A makes a request of VM migration to host B. A VM container of the source VM's size should be reserved to guarantee that the necessary resources are available on host B. 3. Checkpointing. The VM on host A freezes, the minimal system state (CPU registers, VM configuration information) is saved and transferred to the host B. After that, the VM is resumed and continues to run, and the main memory and devices state are saved in a checkpointing buffer and then transferred to the target host in a Copy-On-Write manner. The COW mechanism guarantees a negligible checkpointing downtime and the services are continuously available to the remote clients. 4. Iterative log transfer. During the first round of transfer, the checkpoint data are copied from host A to B, while the VM on host A is continuously running and nondeterministic system events are recorded in a log file. Subsequent iterations copy the log file generated during the previous round of log transfer. At the same time, host B is replaying with the received log files after the VM restarts from the checkpoint. As the log is transferred much faster than the log generated, the iterative process is convergent and terminates in bounded rounds. 5. Waiting-and-chasing. After several rounds of iteration, when the log file generated during the previous round of transfer is reduced to a specified size (we defined this threshold value as V thd in Section 4.3 and set its default value to 1 KB in our experiments), host A inquires B whether the stopand-copy phase can be executed soon. If the resumed VM on host B does not replay fast enough, i.e., the cumulative unused log file size on host B is still larger than V thd at this time, host B should inform host A to postpone the stop-and-copy phase until the log is used up on host B. The iterative log transfer should be continuously performed till the size of unconsumed log at host B is reduced to V thd . As the replay speed on host B is faster than the speed of log growth on host A, the migrating VM on host B would chase up the running state of the source VM finally. 6. Stop-and-copy. The source VM is suspended and the remaining log file is transferred to host B. After the last log file is replayed on host B, the VM on host B should be an identical replica of the VM on host A. The VM on host A is still considered to be primary and may be resumed in case of failure. 7. Commitment. Host B informs A that it has successfully synchronized their running states. Host A then redirects all its network traffic to host B, and acknowledges a message as commitment of the migration transaction. Now, the source VM may be discarded. 8. Service taking over. The migrated VM on host B is activated now, and the new VM advertises its moved IP address. Host B becomes the primary and takes over host A's service.
This approach should be a fault tolerant process. The source host should remain a stable state no matter which sort of failure occurs during the migration. This guarantees the service continuously running on the source VM with no risk of failure until the migration commits.
Algorithm Analysis
In this section, we discuss the algorithm in two scenarios with a formal characterization. The analysis would direct the further system implementation and performance evaluation. Some important notations and their corresponding definitions are listed as follows:
R log . Log growth rate, which denotes the average growth rate of execution trace for a specific workload in the source VM.
R trans . Log transfer rate, which mainly lies on the network bandwidth between the two hosts. It is also an average value.
R replay . Log replay rate, which denotes the average rate of replay with the log files on target host.
V thd . The threshold value of log data size at which the iterative log transfer procedure should be terminated.
We define the log files transferred at each round as a list L ¼ <log 1 , log 2 . . . log n >, and their file sizes as V ¼ <V log 1 ; V log 2 ; . . . ; V log n > correspondingly. The elapsed time sequence at each transferring round is defined as T ¼ <t 0 ; t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t n >, while t 0 presents the elapsed time to transfer the checkpoint of the source VM and V ckpt denotes the data size of the checkpoint file.
In the following analysis and experiments, the V thd is set to a default value 1 KB. To make our model simple, we deem that the R trans is a constant in different transferring phases. We mainly concern the three performance metrics in two scenarios: ideal case and nonideal case.
Ideal Case
In this scenario, the log replay rate is much higher than the log growth rate (R replay ) R log ). For instance, if the VM is running a daily use workload, the R replay is 33 times larger than R log according to ReVirt's experiment [10] . In this condition, the log file size can be reduced to the threshold V thd in bounded rounds of iteration immediately. Meanwhile, the replay executed on the target host is so fast that there is no need to perform the waiting-and-chasing phase. The detailed migration process is shown in Fig. 3 . The log transfer rate and log growth rate are the main factors involved in the process of migration.
Because R trans > R log , the iteration of log transferring process is convergent. After several rounds of iteration, the last log file size would be reduced to the fixed value V thd . The elapsed time in each round can be calculated like: where t 0 presents the time cost to transfer the data of checkpoint, and t n presents the time cost to transfer the log file generated during previous round. Let 'ð0 <'< 1Þ denote the ratio of R log to R trans :
The elapsed time during the round n is presented as
Then, the total migration time can be calculated as
With (3), the total data transmitted during a migration becomes
Now, we analyze the downtime caused in the whole migration process. It is composed of three parts: t n , the time the last log file (only 1 KB or even less) is transferred during the stop-and-copy phase, it is negligible in a high-speed LAN; the time the last log file is replayed on the target host; and other time spent on start-up and service switch overhead. All the three parts can be done within a very short time interval. The total downtime can be represented as
To evaluate the convergence rate of our algorithm, we can calculate the total rounds of the iteration by
It is the condition when the iterative log transferring should be terminated. Combining with (1) and (2), inequality (6) can be transformed to V ckpt '
V thd , i.e., n 1 þ log ' Vthd Vckpt , so the iteration round is
From the above equations, we can easily make the following conclusions: a smaller size of checkpoint file and faster network transfer rate would greatly improve the convergence rate of our algorithm, and also reduce the total migration time and the total data transmitted; the log growth rate imposes little effect on the iteration rounds. A simple instance shows that when the network bandwidth is at a rate of 400 Mbit/sec and the checkpoint file is 512 MB, the number of iteration rounds is no more than five times even when the log growth rate has risen to 10 MB/sec, as shown in Fig. 4 . The line segments are generated from the underlying curve with (7). Fig. 5 shows that the total migration time only increases no more than 2.5 sec when the log growth rate increases from 10 KB/sec to 10 MB/sec, and the transfer of checkpoint file costs the most of migration time (5.1, 7.5, and 10.2 sec for 256, 384, and 512 MB checkpoint file, respectively). The results indicate that the log growth rate has little effect on the iteration rounds of log transferring phase, resulting less network packages transmission and shorter total migration time.
Nonideal Case
Here, all the steps executed are the same as the above scenario, except for an additional waiting-and-chasing phase after the log file size is reduced to the threshold value V thd . This phase makes the synchronization process much more complicated in this case.
When the log file size on the source host has reduced to the specified value V thd , there is still much unused log that should be replayed on the target host. An additional waiting-and-chasing phase is required to postpone the stop-and-copy phase until the two VMs get into a consistent state. Fig. 6 shows the detailed process of this scenario. The following inequality presents this condition:
As P m i¼1 V log i =R log denotes the time cost when the log file is reduced to the threshold value V thd , it can also be presented with (3), as log replay rate can be normalized to log growth rate: where @ denotes the ratio of log replay rate to log growth rate. Combining with (3) and (9), inequality (8) can be transformed to
It follows that
By analyzing the entire process of migration, we can see that the difference of the two VMs' runtime during the migration is just the time cost to transfer the checkpoint file over the network. That is,
Combining (12) and (9), we have the total data volume of log file as
So, the total data transmitted can be expressed as The total migration time can be calculated as
Note that we should not calculate the TMT with (3) or simply using the expression T DT =R T rans , because during the waiting-and-chasing phase, the log files are not being transferred all the time, but are being replayed on the target host all along.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the feasibility of our scheme, we implemented a prototype based on the ReVirt log-and-replay tool [1]. The system was implemented as a set of modifications to the host Linux kernel as ReVirt did. In the following, we describe how we apply ReVirt to implement live migration of VM on top of UMLinux for x86 platform. Fig. 8 shows our system structure. We split the logging and replay modules into two parts and place them on source and target host, respectively. The migration manager on source host is responsible for reserving required resource for checkpointing, log data transmission, and communicating with the migration receiver on target host. The migration receiver is responsible for reserving necessary resources to buffer the log data and recreate the migrated VM, monitoring the log replay rate and orchestrating the migration progress with the source host.
In ReVirt system, log records are saved to disk in a manner similar to that used by the Linux syslogd daemon. For the purpose of migration, we modify the logging module and redirect the log data stream to the network interface card. The VMM kernel module and kernel hooks add log records to a circular buffer in host kernel memory, and a user-level daemon (rlogd) consumes the buffer and transmits the data to the target host.
COW Checkpointing
The current implementation of ReVirt does not provide runtime checkpointing function. It simply checkpoints a VM state by making a replica of its virtual disk. Most of current checkpointing mechanisms would stop the VM for a certain period of time proportional to the amount of memory configured. This overhead could be mitigated by marking dirty pages as COW during checkpointing [9] . COW is a basic computer science concept that defines a mechanism for a chunk of data to stay read only yet allows modification by writing changed data blocks to an alternate location. We use a standard COW mechanism to implement a transparent checkpoint on UMLinux. The checkpointing is performed in the following steps: 1) When a checkpoint request is issued, the VM should be suspended to record the VCPU state at the current instant. Then, all memory pages of the VM are configured as read-only mode. 2) The VM resumes and continues to run while all the memory pages are replicated to a buffer for transmission. During this process, the memory writing operation would trigger a page fault, and the pages to be dirtied should be copied to a COW buffer immediately. The replication process could extract any pages marked as "copied" from the COW buffer instead of reading them directly from the guest OS. When a page is replicated, its space in the buffer can be marked for reuse. This COW mechanism ensures that all the memory pages are in a globally consistent state and greatly reduces the checkpointing downtime. 3) When all the pages are replicated, all buffered data are written out to the remote host.
Local Device Migration
A key challenge of migrating a running VM is how to hold the connections to local device including SCSI disks and network interfaces. There are different solutions to the issues in LAN and WAN. The remainder of this section describes them in detail.
SCSI devices. In a cluster environment, most modern data centers consolidate their storage requirements with network attached storage or storage area networks. The NAS can be accessed uniformly from all host machines in the cluster, and this advantage avoids the need to migrate disk storage. However, sharing disk may cause some conflicts while synchronizing the migrated VM's execution state in our migration approach. For instance, the source VM may read a block of the disk followed by a write. If this process is replayed on the target host without any intervention, it may cause mistakes because at this time, the data to be read are what the source VM has written. We should avoid this type of write-after-read (WAR) replay. A probable solution is to track the disk changes in a redo/undo log [17] during the synchronization phase. However, it is very difficult to cope with the time sequence of disk access because the logging and replay are performed concurrently so that the two VMs may compete to read or write the same block at the same time. Our system chooses another approach to this issue. All the disk read operations on the source VM are intercepted and the data are recorded in a log file. During replay on the target host, the disk reads are intercepted and redirected to the log file. All the disk writing operations are simply ignored during the replay process because the writing does not change the file state. Although this approach causes some space penalty, it works correctly without causing any mistakes. Our experiments (running kernel-building, document modification, and database transaction) validate the effectivity of this method. Furthermore, to make the solution much more robust and efficient in a networked file system, a little space penalty is worthwhile.
Although NAS and SAN are popular in the modern data centers, some environments may still make extensive use of local disks. In this case, it posed a significant challenge to move a considerably large size of disk storage. If the storage is replicated during the migration, the total migration time and total data transferred would be greatly increased. To make VM migration associated with local disk across WANs more flexible and efficient, we assume the COW file system to set up the VM disk image. When a VM is created, its file system comprises two images: 1) a basic image for the standard root file system that always remains read only; and 2) a COW image that grows as data are added and any change made by the running VM would be written to this file. The COW files are also called sparse files; even though they may appear to be big when viewing the file size, only non-null data are actually allocated space on the disk. These features inspire us to design an asynchronous replication mode to portage the large amount of disk data. As the basic image file is usually considered to be large and is not modified even when the VM is running, it can be copied to the target host before the anticipated VM migrate. The COW image is considerably smaller than the basic image and can be transferred during VM migration. To guarantee the COW image consistent with the VM execution state, we need to take a complete snapshot of the whole VM. The volatile VCPU and memory snapshot can be taken with COW checkpointing as mentioned in Section 5.1. The snapshot of the COW image can be taken by making its replica locally in a nondisruptive manner. During the checkpointing, the target host must intercept all write accesses to the COW image and immediately copy the blocks to the snapshot file before it becomes dirty. During VM migration, we only need to transfer the snapshot while the new disk writes are directly applied to the original COW image. Note that disk changes after the checkpointing have no need replicating to the target host. Because when the VM is restarted on the target host, replaying with system trace would produce the same disk outputs as the source host does. With this advantage, our approach reduces the overhead of storage synchronization.
Network connections. To ensure the transparency of VM migration, it is essential to guarantee all the open network connections persistent after the migration finished. In a cluster environment, the network interfaces of the source and target hosts typically attach to the same switched LAN. VMware and Xen address this issue with a similar mechanism of ARP broadcasting [24] , [4] . We adopted a similar method to keep ongoing network connections open in a LAN.
When migration takes place among servers over different LANs, maintaining existing network connections would confront more challenge. One approach can solve this issue by creating a virtual LAN between the source host and target host over physical WANs [12] , [29] , [32] while avoiding modifying the migrated VM's IP address. However, a migrated VM is often required to be independent of its original network. In such case, a new IP address would be allocated to the migrated VM. To hold its existing network connections, we use a temporary network redirection scheme combining IP tunneling [27] with dynamic DNS [36] to address this issue. When the migration is to be completed, we set up an IP tunnel between the original IP address at the source and its new IP at the destination with the help of iproute2. Once the migrated VM is activated at the target host, we update the dynamic DNS entry related to the services the VM provide, so that future client connections can be directly referred to the VM's new IP address. Meanwhile, all packets that arrive at the VM's original IP address are forwarded to the target host by the tunnel. The tunnel can be torn down when all connections that use the VM's original IP address are closed. With this technique, existing connections can continue transparently while new ones are redirected to the new network location.
Multiprocessor VM Migration
In a multiprocessor (or multicore) system, to deterministically replay a VM with multiple VCPUs, the fine-grained interleaving order of memory operations among different VCPUs must be tracked. In such scenarios, the log would grow two orders of magnitude faster than a uniprocessor VM [11] . This poses a great challenge to migrate a multiprocessor VM with our approach. To avoid the overhead due to multiprocessor logging, we use vCPU hotplug technique to simplify this problem in our preliminary solution. VCPU hotplug can dynamically adjust a running VM's vCPUs number by using VM scheduling technology, and it has been a common technique supported by modern VMMs. When a VM is about to migrate, we configure it to use only one vCPU during migration, and the removed vCPUs are given back to the VM after the migration finished. Although our solution would result in some performance penalty during migration, it is more desirable compared to incurring the overheads of logging and replaying multiprocessor VMs.
To efficiently replay a multiprocessor VM requires significant extra work. However, for the purpose of migration, VM replay may not need to reproduce a highfidelity replica of the original execution. Instead, it is sufficient to produce any execution that exhibits the same outputs as the original. These deterministic outputs are related to program values sent to devices such as the screen, network, or disk. Guided by this observation, in our future work, we will relax the fidelity guarantees to avoid the issue of deterministic replaying memory race.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section investigates the performance characteristics of our VM migration scheme. It presents measurements of migration downtime, total migration time, and the total data transferred when a VM is migrated in a LAN or across WANs. With a variety of workloads, our approach shows that the VM migration can be fast and transparent to applications and operating systems.
Experimental Setup
Our experiments are performed on identical hosts configured with an AMD Athlon 3500 þ processor and 1 GB DDR RAM. Storage is accessed via iSCSI protocol from a NetApp F840 network attached storage server. Each host has an Intel Pro/1000 Gbit/s NIC to transfer the state of the VMs. The guest OS is RHEL AS3 Linux with kernel 2.4.18 ported to UMLinux, and the host kernel for UMLinux is a modified version of Linux 2.4.20. All the VMs are configured to use 512 MB of RAM. The VMs use a 1 GB ext3 disk image as the standard basic image, which is installed with all the required libraries and dependencies of the experimental applications such as Apache 2.0.63. The initial size of the updatable COW image is configured as 2 MB. To mitigate the effect on other ongoing network services resided in the source host, we use the Linux traffic shaping interface to limit network bandwidth to 500 Mbit/sec for the migration daemon.
To emulate a wide area network for the experiments, we use the same approach mentioned in [7] . The Linux traffic shaping interface is used to limit network bandwidth to 5 Mbps and add 50 ms round-trip latency between source and target hosts. In this scenario, the local disk storage needs to be migrated across the WAN. As mentioned in Section 5.2, under the assumption that the 1 GB basic image has been copied to the target host before VM migration begins, so only a snapshot of the COW image needs copying during the migration.
The VM being migrated is the only VM running on the source machine and there are no VMs running on the target machine. In each experiment, a single VM is migrated five times between two physical hosts. The results are the average of the five trials. The experiments use the following VM workloads:
1. Daily use. An idle Linux OS for daily use. Typical applications can be word processing software and web browser, such as Vi, Openoffice, and Firefox. 2. Kernel-build. The complete Linux 2.4.18 kernel compilation is a system-call intensive workload. It is a balanced workload that tests CPU, memory, and disk performance. 3. Static web application. We use the Apache 2.0.63 to measure static content webserver performance. Both clients are configured with 100 simultaneous connections and each connection repetitively downloads one 256 KB file for 10 times. 4. Dynamic web application. A more challenging web workload is presented by SPECweb99. It is a complex application-level benchmark for evaluating webservers and the systems that host them. The workload is a complex mix of dynamic page requests. A number of client machines are used to generate the load for the server under test, with each machine simulating a collection of users concurrently accessing the website.
. It is a benchmark suite for Linux that integrates CPU, file I/O, process spawning, and other workloads. To compare CR/TR-Motion with previous migration scheme in LAN environments, we port precopy algorithm implemented in Xen to UMLinux and conduct the same experiments with the above workloads. The test environment is the same as CR/TR-Motion.
Logging and Replay Overheads
Our first concern is the log growth rate, which represents the space overhead that arises from logging the VM on the host machine. Next, we seek to quantify the time overhead of replay on the target host. Table 1 shows the time and space overhead of logging and replay for the typical workloads. Log growth rate shows the average rate of log growth under the above workloads. Log replay rate is normalized to the log growth rate of the VM with logging. It is denoted by the value of @ that we defined in Section 4.3.2. Workloads with little nondeterminism (e.g., kernel-build) generate very little log traffic. The log growth rate for static web application and SPECweb99 is higher because it needs to record the incoming network packets. However, it is still small enough compared to the network transmit rate in a Gbit/s LAN. The log replay rate for kernel-build and unixbench is only a little faster than log growth rate because such applications are compute intensive and generate little nondeterministic events, only a little idle CPU cycles will be omitted during the replay.
Migration Time
Each workload migration is tested in LAN and WAN environments. We first consider the downtime during which the VM is unavailable. This interval must be short enough to avoid any noticeable delay from the VM.
To compare the migration downtime of CR/TR-Motion with precopy scheme, the same workloads are migrated in a high-speed LAN. The test result in Fig. 9 shows that our approach gets much less downtime than precopy approach. For the above workloads, CR/TR-Motion reduced the migration downtime by 62.7, 76.5, 75.2, 65.2, and 82.1 percent, respectively, an average of 72.4 percent.
As the precopy algorithm exhibits inefficient results in WAN environments and even causes several minutes of migration downtime [7] , we only compare the experimental results in WAN with the results in LAN, all using CR/TRMotion. Fig. 10 indicates that the downtime to migrate a VM across low-bandwidth WANs moderately increases compared to the downtime cost in a high-speed LAN. The experimental result verifies the validity of our theoretic analysis and demonstrates the applicability and scalability of our scheme in WAN environments. We can find that the migration downtime of dynamic web application is extremely long while migrating across WANs. The matter is that the log transfer rate is slower than the log growth rate in our test environment; thus, our scheme is not suitable for this case. Our migration daemon conducts a simple stopand-copy solution so that the migration downtime is equal to the total migration time, which is the time needed to transfer the VM's checkpoint file. The same outcome is also demonstrated in Fig. 12 .
We also pay attention to the total migration time during which system resources are consumed for the migration. Fig. 11 shows that the total migration time is less than 1 minute for various workloads while migrating a VM in a fast LAN using CR/TR-Motion, while precopy algorithm takes much more time for the same workloads. Our approach reduces the total migration time by 10.1, 20.4, 53.6, 42.9, and 30.3 percent, an average of 31.5 percent. This improvement may bring a great benefit for cluster administrators in many cases. Fig. 12 shows that it costs a long period of time to migrate a VM in low-bandwidth (5 Mbps) WANs. Most time is consumed to transfer the checkpoint file. The total migration time for Linux kernel-building seems much longer than other workloads. The reason is that the log replay rate is closer to the log growth rate for this workload, so our algorithm executes many rounds of iterations to perform the waiting-and-chasing phase, which costs a much longer migration time. For dynamic web application, the log is transferred slower than the log generated in our test environment. Our migration daemon detects that CR/TRMotion algorithm would bring no benefit for this workload migration, thus a simple stop-and-copy algorithm is executed instead of CR/TR-Motion, and the total migration time is just the elapse time to transfer the VM's checkpoint file. Fig. 13 shows that CR/TR-Motion generates less network traffic than precopy algorithm in a LAN for various workloads. As all the VMs are configured to use 512 MB RAM, both CR/TR-Motion and precopy approaches should transmit this memory image to the target host when the VM is migrated. The other data are those that should be transferred to synchronize the migrating VM state after the memory image has been replicated. In our approach, the total data transmitted are not more than 550 MB, most of which are data of checkpoint file, and the other data are the negligible log files. As to precopy approach, the synchronization data are the dirtied memory pages which are usually considered to be coarse grained and bandwidth consumptive. To make a clear comparison with precopy algorithm, Table 2 only presents the synchronization data during VM migration. Each result is the mean of five trials, with the standard deviation in parentheses. The last column indicates that CR/TR-Motion reduces synchronization traffic by at least 87.4 percent (dynamic web application) and at most 99.6 percent (kernel-build)-an average of 95.9 percent. It should be a significant reduction compared to the precopy approach. This improvement would bring great benefits for VM migration across low-bandwidth WANs.
Network Throughput of Migration
When a VM is migrated over WANs, not only the checkpoint file but also the disk image needs to be copied to the target host. In our experiment, we assume that the basic image is predeployed at the destination so that only a snapshot of the COW image should be transferred over WANs. In addition, migration is performed as soon as the VM boots and applications begin to run, so the COW image is lightweight as shown in Fig. 14 . In practice, a VM may be migrated after a long-term execution, so the COW image would contain all changes by the VM since it starts running. In Fig. 14 , we can find that the synchronization data traffic varies largely resting with workloads characteristic. However, migration for dynamic web application across WANs generates even less network traffic than a LAN. The reason is that our approach is not suitable for this workload in our testbed and a simple stop-and-copy phase is performed by the migration daemon, so there is no execution log data transferred during the migration.
Figs. 15 and 16 show the network throughput of migration in ideal case and nonideal case, respectively. The trials are conducted in a high-speed LAN. We can find that the source host achieves a consistent throughput of approximate 400 Mbit/sec when the checkpoint file is being transmitted, and then iterative log transferring phase is executed, resulting in the network throughput dropping to only 25 Mbit/sec. During the waiting-and-chasing phase, the bandwidth even drops to approximate 4 Mbit/sec. These results demonstrate that the migrations for these workloads cause reasonable network traffic and bandwidth consumption.
Migration Overhead
We illustrate the performance overhead due to VM migration for both CR/TR-Motion and precopy approach in Fig. 17 . As the applications are macro and may run for thousands of seconds at most while the migration may be finished within only tens of seconds, we only show the overhead that are caused during the migration. The two polylines in Fig. 17 illustrate that CR/TR-Motion causes less performance overhead than precopy, especially for kernelbuilding; the overhead of CR/TR-Motion is reasonably low for all cases (8.54 percent on average). In WAN environments, migration overhead would reasonably raise a litter (11.3 percent on average) as shown in Table 3 . Because logging and replay have a long-term effect on the workloads.
To monitor the effect of resource reserving during VM migration, the source physical machine is loaded with three CPU-bound VMs, and the time to migrate the 512 MB Linux VM is measured under different resource reservations. Fig. 18 shows that reserving about 30 percent of a CPU for migration minimizes the total migration time. This implies that it takes about 30 percent of a CPU to attain the maximum network throughput over the gigabit link. We also discover that even though the total migration time increased when insufficient CPU is reserved for migration, the migration downtime remains small regardless of the amount of CPU reserved. Because it only requires a little CPU time to stop the VM and transfer the remaining state during the stop-and-copy phase.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of a novel approach for live VM migration. It has shown how we adopt checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technologies to provide fast, transparent VM migration. Our approach achieves negligible VM migration downtime and reasonable network bandwidth consumption. The service downtime can be reduced to the order of milliseconds for most of applications even in WAN environments. Experimental results have shown that our scheme got better average performance compared with precopy approaches in a LAN: up to 72.4 percent on application observed downtime, up to 31.5 percent on total migration time, and up to 95.9 percent on the data to synchronize the VM state, while the application performance overhead due to migration is less than 8.54 percent on average.
The trial results in WAN have shown that our approach's performance remains good and provides especial advantages for network traffic reduction. It demonstrates that our work This applicability and scalability illustrated that our scheme can provide transparent and efficient VM migration mechanism for the age of cloud computing. Although our prototype is based on UMLinux for the convenience of employing available Revirt implementation, the migration rationale and algorithm can be applied to other mainstream VMM such as Xen. In the future, we will further study the issue of multiprocessor VM migration and design a hybrid scheme that can apply heuristics to choose alternative algorithm between the precopy and our approach. He is the chief scientist of the 973 project "ChinaV" and the largest grid computing project, "ChinaGrid," in China. His research interests include virtualization technology for computing system, cluster computing and grid computing, peer-to-peer computing, network storage, network security, and high assurance computing. He is a member of Grid Forum Steering Group (GFSG). He is a senior member of the IEEE and the IEEE Computer Society, and a member of the ACM. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
